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The aim of this article was to identify the nature of threats and risks for 
people and society from the digitalization of society and the introduction of 
artificial intelligence from the perspective of Russian and Slovak students of 
Generation Z. The main empirical research methods were questionnaires, in-
depth interview and focus group. In the context of the COVID 19 pandemic 
limitations, the research was conducted remotely using Google Form, Skype, 
and Zoom. 1857 GenZ students from 35 Russian universities and 316 GenZ 
students from two Slovak universities took part in the survey. When 
comparing the populations of Russian and Slovak GenZ by qualitative 
characteristics, a very high positive correlation was revealed with the 
Pearson correlation coefficient R=0.962-0.9782. The following trend was 
revealed: an increase in the rate of digitalization of society and the 
introduction of AI in comparison with the rate of study by society, a person of 
the possibilities of the digital environment, AI, and their mastery of 
technologies for using AI. The study revealed a stable connection: 
digitalization and AI create comfortable conditions for human life and at the 
same time generate a danger for human dependence on the digital 
environment. The main directions for the further development of this study 
can be studying this problem in other countries, the definition of a 
methodology for identifying threats and risks, and the development of a set 
of measures to overcome them. 
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1. Introduction 

*In the 21st century, digitalization and artificial 
intelligence are penetrating all spheres of life, new 
goods and services are being formed. Generation Z 
(GenZ) is increasingly becoming their main 
consumer. This is facilitated by the conditions for the 
development of youth and transformation in the 
social environment. 

The modern generation is significantly different 
from the previous ones. The differences are of 
fundamental nature in terms of lifestyle, activity, and 
forms of using computer and communication tools, 
and career-building technologies. Generation Z has 
its own values, which only partially coincide with the 
moral principles and foundations of the older 
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generations. The sociological term "generation Z" in 
the scientific field has clear criteria and standards. 

It should be noted that the generation theory of 
American researchers Howe and Strauss (1991) has 
its own characteristics in different countries. Some 
scientists have alternative or adapted approaches to 
defining Gen Z youth in a particular country. 

In Slovakia, Generation Z includes people born 
between 1995 and 2020 (Grencíková and Vojtovic, 
2017). Russia uses a different approach. Generation 
Z includes people born since 2000 (Moran, 2016). 

Generation Z uses the latest achievements of 
science and technology in their daily life, personal 
development. The main characteristics of GenZ 
include long-term, continuous and comprehensive 
use in the work and personal life of digital gadgets, 
communication, and social networks. Sometimes the 
term "Digital natives" is applied to them. 

Along with the positive effect, there is a certain 
danger posed by digitalization and the use of 
artificial intelligence for society and individuals. The 
threats and risks posed by the digitalization of 
society and the use of AI are diverse and pervasive. 
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The essence of the danger, the depth of socio-
cultural impact, the breadth of coverage, and the 
systematic nature of their occurrence have not yet 
been fully studied (Saoud and Jung, 2018; Xu et al., 
2019; Neri et al., 2019). The attention of scientists 
and practitioners today is attracted by threats and 
risks due to the possible unauthorized replacement 
of human-AI in the control system (Belciug and 
Gorunescu, 2020), the “overthrow” of a person as the 
main model of intelligence (Smith, 2020). Variants of 
displacing a person from the labor market are 
modeled (Shi, 2019; Veretekhina and Medvedeva, 
2017). At the same time, in the context of 
digitalization, young people receive some 
advantages over other generations. With the 
development of Industry 4.0 in the Russian and 
Slovak labor markets, there is a transformation of 
the status of Generation Z (Karacsony et al., 2020), a 
change in their attitude towards work (Zimenkova et 
al., 2018). GenZ seeks to develop promising 
competencies (Libin, 2020) to change the 
relationship with the employer (Grencíková and 
Vojtovic, 2017), actively move between states 
(Karacsony et al., 2021), offer themselves in high-
tech economic fields (Ovtšarenko et al., 2020), and in 
the Russian labor market still actively in the oil and 
gas sector. Remote work is increasingly in demand 
(Musinszki et al., 2020), as GenZ wants to minimize 
its resources, time for unprofitable activities, 
movements. This makes significant changes in 
management, business processes, and risks 
destabilizing the management system, both for the 
public sector, business, and for GenZ themselves. 

The focus of the scientists is on the deepening of 
social inequality in the context of the digitalization 
and introduction of AI (Bowles, 2019), alarmingly 
decreasing social protection (Goldring and Azab, 
2020; Aljukhadar et al., 2020; Frolova et al., 2016). 

The nature of the impact of the digitalization of 
society and the introduction of AI on the spiritual 
state of a person in the context of the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution (4IR), which destroys the 
existing value systems, has not been sufficiently 
studied (Oliver, 2020). Research is underway on the 
nature of the impact of AI on the human psyche (Cha 
et al., 2020), human health (Burrell, 2019; Kalmady 
et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). This problem is 
superimposed on ethno-social conflicts (Nikiporets-
Takigawa, 2018). 

Risks arise in the education system. The active 
digitalization of the educational environment causes 
changes in the social status of teachers (Ilina et al., 
2018), worsens students' self-organization in the 
context of an increasing and more complex flow of 
information, and reduces interest in learning 
(Frolova et al., 2021). At the same time, GenZ 
students' interest in entertainment content, game-
based learning methods are strengthened 
(Rodríguez et al., 2020a; Vinichenko et al., 2018), 
which causes risks of replacing learning with 
entertainment activities. In these conditions, the 
leadership of universities is striving to create a safe 
space for the introduction of AI into the educational 

environment (Rogach et al., 2018), is carefully 
studying the consequences of digitalization in the 
context of the COVID 19 pandemic (Vinichenko et al., 
2021). All this must be taken into account when 
teaching generation Z, building a career path. 

In general, digitalization and the introduction of 
artificial intelligence have positive effects on the 
global community, but they also contain dangers and 
risks. They need to be identified and studied in a 
timely manner, which is the reason for the 
development of this article. This is especially true for 
young people, who, with all their activity, more 
extensive development of the digital space, do not 
have sufficient life experience, philosophical 
understanding of the essence of civilizational 
development, and understanding of systemic threats. 
Historical experience, the interaction of generation X 
of Russia and Slovakia in the second half of the last 
century has shown that they have a number of 
common features. To a certain extent, they are also 
inherent in the GenZ of both countries. In this regard, 
the youth of Russia and Slovakia was selected to 
study the threats and risks posed by digitalization 
and artificial intelligence. 

2. Methods and methodology 

The aim of the research is to identify threats and 
risks to the person and society from the 
digitalization of society and the introduction of 
artificial intelligence according to the views of 
Russian and Slovak students of generation Z. 
 
 Scientific objectives: 
 
1. To determine the nature of the impact of 

digitalization and artificial intelligence on the 
information security of society, the individual 
according to the views of Generation Z students 
in Russia and Slovakia. 

2. To identify the extent to which it is possible to 
change a person, the formation of his dependence 
on AI from the perspective of Russian and Slovak 
students of Generation Z. 

3. To determine the degree of danger of studying a 
person by artificial intelligence and his loss of 
independence. 

 
 The hypothesis was put forward in the work: 
 
H1. The impact of digitalization and artificial 
intelligence on a person, society is controversial, the 
threats and risks of which have not yet been studied 
and are not fully understood by students of 
generation Z. 
 

The study was organized and conducted at 
universities in Russia and Slovakia from September 
10, 2020, to April 10, 2021. 

The methodology was based on general scientific 
and special methods. As empirical methods, we used 
a questionnaire survey (using the Likert method 
with a scaling of 5 to 1 points), in-depth interview, 
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focus group. Due to the limitations associated with 
the COVID 19 pandemic, all methods were applied 
remotely using Google Form, Skype VoIP, and Zoom's 
cloud-based conference platform. 

In Russia, first-year GenZ students under the age 
of 22 took part in the research at 35 leading 
universities of the country (n=1857) with a general 
population of n=620,000 people. These included 
students from St. Petersburg State University, 
Lomonosov Moscow State University, National 
Research University “Higher School of Economics”, 
Russian State Social University, Surgut State 
University, Togliatti State University, Pyatigorsk 
State University, and others. The universities were 
selected by the "snowball" method, depending on the 
willingness and activity of the students of the given 
university to take part in the study. 

In Slovakia, GenZ students from two universities 
participated in the study: Janos Selje University 
(Komarno), Pan-European University (Bratislava) 
(n=316) under the age of 22, with a general 
population of n=10,500. 

The sampling error was 4.75%, with a 95% 
confidence level. The main quota features in the 
selection were gender, age, and work experience. 

Based on the fact that the answers of the 
respondents can be to a certain extent subjective, 
before the survey, they were given instructions on 
how to understand the main questions of the 
questionnaire correctly, how to answer them, how 
much they correspond to the experience gained and 
correspond to reality. Before the in-depth interview, 
a briefing was conducted to increase the degree of 
reliability of the received information. 

The in-depth interview was conducted in order to 
identify the opinions and nature of feelings of 
Russian and Slovak students of Generation Z about 
the emerging threats and risks for the individual and 

society that come from the digitalization of society 
and the introduction of artificial intelligence. This 
allowed for a first-level analysis. 

Respondents for the in-depth interview were 
randomly selected. 20 respondents participated in 
the in-depth interview. The structure and questions 
of the in-depth interview were formed taking into 
account the results of the sociological survey. The 
obtained results were summarized and 
systematized. Typical problems were identified and 
the most important issues were highlighted. 

The focus group was formed on the basis of 
inviting domestic and foreign experts- theorists and 
practitioners, specialists in the field- to discuss 
problematic issues. 25 invitations were sent. There 
were 8 experts in the focus group. Topical problems 
were identified and a reasoned discussion was 
organized on them. A second-level analysis was 
carried out for the focus group. 

The results of empirical research became the 
basis for comparative analysis and discussion of the 
problem. 

This article is a continuation of research on the 
subject, and artificial intelligence (AI) should be 
understood to mean intelligent computer programs, 
systems whose purpose is to recreate intelligent 
reasoning and action. They can be robots in human 
form. Digitalization is the process of introducing 
information and communication technologies in all 
spheres of public life (Vinichenko et al., 2020). 

3. Research results 

Russian and Slovak GenZ students see one of the 
main dangers posed by AI in the reduction of 
information security of society and individuals (Fig. 
1). 

 
 

 
Fig. 1: Response options: “Digitalization of society and artificial intelligence will reduce information security of society, 

human beings” 
 

They are unanimous that the digitalization of 
society and AI will reduce the information security of 

society. In this case, the Slovak respondents were 
more- 68%, while the Russian respondents- 56%. 
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There were twice as many Russian GenZ 
respondents (11%) than Slovak respondents (5%) 
who did not agree in principle with the fact that 
there are risks to the information security of society, 
the person, coming from the digitalization of society 
and AI. A similar picture is observed with those who 
are undecided on this issue. 

When comparing the populations of Russian and 
Slovak GenZs by qualitative characteristics 
(Pearson's chi-square test for arbitrary tables), a null 
hypothesis was put forward that there is no 
relationship between these populations. The study 
has shown that the comparison of the populations of 
Russian and Slovak students GenZ in terms of 
qualitative characteristics (Pearson's chi-square test 

for arbitrary tables) has the following meanings: the 
number of degrees of freedom is 4; the value of the 
criterion x2 is 37.165, the critical value of x2 at the 
significance level p=0.01 is 13.277. The level of 
significance is p<0.001, which shows the statistical 
significance between the factorial and the effective 
indicators with a very high positive correlation. The 
value of the Pearson correlation coefficient is 
R=0.9782, the determination coefficient is 
R2=0.9569. This allows the null hypothesis to be 
rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis. 

The growing dependence on artificial intelligence 
has been identified by the younger generation as one 
of the main risks of the introduction of digital 
technologies into human activities (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2: Answer options: “Digitalization of society and AI will change a person and make him dependent on artificial 

intelligence” 
 

More than half of GenZ respondents from Russia 
and Slovakia think so. At the same time, there are 
more Slovak respondents who agree with this 
statement (68%) than Russian (61%). In this 
combination of complete consonants, there were 
also more among the Slovak students of generation Z 
(38% versus 20%). Almost twice as many Russian as 
Slovak GenZ partially disagrees with the fact that a 
person will become dependent on AI. It was difficult 
to answer in about the same proportion- 8% of 
Russian and 5% of Slovak GenZ students. 

As the study showed, comparing the totals of 
Russian and Slovakian students GenZ by qualitative 
criteria (Pearson Chi-Square test for arbitrary 
tables) has the following values: The number of 
degrees of freedom is 4; the value of criterion x2 is 
55.029. Level of importance p0.001, which shows the 
statistical significance between factor and result 
characteristics with a very positive correlation. The 
Pearson correlation coefficient value is R=0.962 and 
the deterministic coefficient R2=0.9254. 

More than half of GenZ respondents in both 
countries see the danger of losing some autonomy in 
decision-making, life activities due to the deep 
learning of human desires, habits, and preferences 
by AI (Fig. 3). At the same time, the Slovak 

representatives of Generation Z are slightly more 
numerous (by 7%). 

The opinion of Russian and Slovak respondents in 
terms of disagreement and difficulty in answering 
was approximately the same, with a slight 
preponderance in favor of Russian GenZ students. 

In the course of the study, it was established that 
by qualitative criteria (Pearson Chi-Square test for 
arbitrary tables) the comparison of the totals of 
Russian and Slovak GenZ has the following values: 
the number of degrees of freedom is 4; the value of 
criterion x2 is 27.628. Level of importance p0.001, 
which shows the statistical significance between 
factor and result characteristics with a very positive 
correlation. The Pearson correlation coefficient value 
is R=0.9778 and the deterministic coefficient 
R2=0.9561. Thus, for the first time, the degree of 
correlation between the views of Slovak and Russian 
GenZ students in terms of the nature of threats and 
risks to humans and society arising from the 
digitalization of society and the introduction of 
artificial intelligence has been revealed. Their 
novelty lies in a certain degree of consistency in the 
views of GenZ students from Slovakia (European 
Union) and Russia in assessing digital threats and 
risks. 
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Fig. 3: Response options: “Artificial intelligence will study my desires, preferences and offer goods and services. This will 
create comfortable conditions for my life, but it is dangerous for me-I will be controlled by artificial intelligence, and I will 

lose my independence” 
 

4. Discussion 

The results of a sociological survey indicate that 
most Russian and Slovak GenZ students are 
concerned about the information threats posed by 
the digitalization of society and artificial intelligence. 
This indicates similar societal processes in Russia 
and Slovakia and their assessment by young people. 
The Slovak respondents were more opposed to the 
safe introduction of AI and the digitalization of 
society than the Russian respondents. Along with 
this, a number of Russian GenZ students were more 
categorical, joining the ranks of supporters of AI, 
without fear of reducing the information security of 
society and the individual. At the same time, a very 
high degree of positive correlation between the 
opinions of these two studied populations was 
revealed. These results agree to some extent with 
Smith's (2020) proposal to create a system of human 
protection from AI. For this purpose, it is necessary 
to determine the existing types of AI and their 
capabilities to obtain the required information to 
rise above humans. 

In an in-depth interview, it was possible to 
establish that the main aspects of reducing 
information security for society and a person are 
seen by the respondents in unauthorized access of 
external subjects to personal, confidential 
information, disclosure of personal data. They are 
worried about the danger of access to their intimate, 
confidential correspondence of third parties, 
unauthorized distribution on the Internet, social 
networks of intimate information about them, 
copyright protection. The risk of disclosing personal 
data affecting personal and physical safety was noted 
less frequently. Cyber-attacks and cyber defenses are 
also of little concern to individuals, GenZ students. 
Similar issues were raised at the International 
Conference on Cybersecurity (Xu et al., 2019). 

The risks associated with information security in 
a digital society were discussed in a focus group. 

Experts are more inclined to believe that there are 
many options for the development of events in which 
the digitalization of society and AI can significantly 
harm a person in terms of information. The events of 
recent years show how personal data from the 
digital environment with the help of AI falls into the 
hands of unscrupulous businessmen and competing 
government agencies. It harms individuals as well as 
groups, organizations, and States. On this issue, 
Russian and Slovak GenZ are in solidarity with the 
group of experts, although there are no fundamental 
differences between them. The European 
Commission report also expressed information 
security concerns, especially during the COVID 19 
pandemic (EU, 2020). 

Risks also come from the large flow of 
contradictory or false information appearing 
constantly on the Internet, social networks, and the 
media. It is periodically updated statements with 
admissions of errors are made rarely. Still, this leads 
to an imbalance between faith and knowledge 
(Zanotti, 2018). Getting reliable information is most 
important for healthcare workers in the context of 
the COVID 19 pandemic (Vizcaya-Moreno and Pérez-
Cañaveras, 2020). 

Another problematic aspect of human and social 
security in the context of the expanding 
digitalization of all spheres of life is the gradual 
adaptation of a person to the convenient services 
offered by the digital environment, AI. This makes a 
person dependent on AI and can cause a person to 
decrease motivation for their own development, 
simplify the thinking of the majority of the world's 
population, and as a result, gain an advantage of AI 
over humans. Such a prospect, this tendency, 
frightens most of the Russian and Slovak GenZ in 
varying proportions in the degree of confidence in 
this matter. 

In an in-depth interview, respondents expressed 
concern about the varying rates of digitalization and 
adoption of AI and the pace at which the digital 
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environment, AI and AI technologies were being 
explored by society, by the individual. The extent 
and breadth of digital and AI coverage in all spheres 
of life makes it difficult to develop the potential of 
these processes in a synchronous, profound and 
qualitative way. This trend is not only characteristic 
of older generations but also partly of GenZ. It affects 
the human psyche (Kalmady et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 
2019), and has a negative impact on the person and 
society (Burrell, 2019). 

The experts at the focus group also highlighted 
the risks that a person in such conditions ceases to 
think, think systematically, and gradually turns into 
a search engine for satisfying his needs based on AI. 
The difficulty lies in the fact that the modern goals of 
business and government structures are to promote 
and provide more and more convenient and 
technologically advanced services for consumers. 
The digital environment and AI are among the most 
promising and effective tools for providing such 
services. This is reflected in the report on the 
development of the digital economy. Business and 
talented professionals with great diligence and 
enthusiasm create pleasant and useful things that 
can absorb a person, his mind, and humanity as a 
whole. At the present stage, such risks are not yet 
high, but it is difficult to determine the moment 
when they will become real and there will be no 
turning back. 

In this matter, a certain danger is posed by the 
GAmification of all processes. From childhood, young 
people receive information from gadgets, play 
computer games, sometimes losing touch with 
reality (Rodríguez et al., 2020b). As a result, a new 
culture based on digital games is being formed 
(Rodríguez et al., 2020b; Frolova et al., 2019), and 
the gaming environment itself is transforming 
(Baldeón et al., 2016; Kirillov et al., 2016). There is a 
threat of loss of connection with the real world, 
sometimes leading to inappropriate and negative 
actions of young people. 

AI-based services are being introduced more and 
more actively (as a rule, they are included in new 
gadgets), which monitor a person, study his desires, 
preferences and offer the desired goods and services. 
These include recruitment services, social media 
mavens (Goldring and Azab, 2020; Aljukhadar et al., 
2020). A stable connection arises in the form of a 
contradiction: digitalization and AI create 
comfortable conditions for human life and at the 
same time generate a danger for the transformation 
of a person into a weak-willed consumer with 
primitive needs. Ultimately, humans will be 
suppressed, and AI will control not only a person but 
society as a whole. More than half of GenZ 
respondents fear this. 

During the in-depth interview, respondents 
expressed the view that they didn’t not yet fully trust 
all the services offered to them from the digital 
environment and AI. However, GenZ students are 
pleased when the digital environment and/or AI 
offer them useful and desirable products or services. 
This avoids wasting extra time and energy searching 

for what they want. They are increasingly resorting 
to this during their studies at a university. This, to 
some extent, contradicts research by Mouton and 
Grange (2020), who claimed that GenZ freshmen are 
increasingly involved in scientific work. A team of 
scientists led by Matraeva et al. (2020) believed that 
creativity requires more technological approaches to 
a digital environment and AI than mindless 
consumption of digital goods and services. At the 
same time, it is important to take into account the 
dynamics of change in value orientations (Valtere, 
2013). 

The experts in the focus group expressed their 
opinion on the prospects and the nature of the 
development of the relationship between natural 
and artificial intelligence. Lanier (2017) believed it 
was important to remember the basic things that 
drive Gen Z behavior. This correlates with the results 
of the study. 

The following questions arose: “Who will follow 
whom (what) and will the primacy of control pass 
from humans to AI?”; "Which human will have the 
primary controls for AI?" The danger lies in the fact 
that many of the AI control levers (primarily 
administrative and economic) will be in the hands of 
a very limited circle of people, mainly business 
representatives - producers of goods and services. 

There is no guarantee that they will use them 
correctly, that they will act in the interests of 
humanity, and not for obtaining super-profits. This 
approach will contribute to the spiritual, intellectual, 
emotional, and physical degradation of a person and 
society. Ultimately, this will lead to the catastrophe 
of human civilization. This correlates to some extent 
with research by Burrell (2019). 

At the current stage of the development of 
society, information technology, it is difficult to 
determine how a person will behave with regard to 
AI and how AI will affect the individual and society 
as a whole. The person actively introduces AI into 
science and production, service sector, gradually 
adjusts to such technological assistant. It is difficult 
to predict how they will communicate further, 
although a person himself seeks to do everything for 
a person and in the name of a person. It turned out 
that in general, the students of GenZ do not fear AI in 
terms of information. Apparently small life 
experience, active use of the Internet, electronic and 
digital technologies since a young age has caused an 
addiction to such service, a versatile assistant in 
information acquisition. 

5. Conclusion 

The study revealed that the impact of 
digitalization and artificial intelligence on a person 
and society is controversial, the threats and risks of 
which have not yet been studied and are not fully 
understood by generation Z students. This confirmed 
the research hypothesis. 

When comparing the populations of Russian and 
Slovak GenZ by qualitative characteristics (Pearson 
Chi-Square test for arbitrary tables), a very high 
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positive correlation was revealed with the Pearson 
correlation coefficient R=0.962-0.9782. This allowed 
the null hypothesis to be rejected in favor of the 
alternative. 

The following trends were revealed: The rate of 
digitalization and adoption of AI has increased 
compared to the rate at which society, people, are 
learning about the possibilities of the digital 
environment, AI and how they use AI; gradual 
adaptation of a person to convenient AI services with 
the risk of a decrease in motivation for their own 
development, simplification of thinking and gaining 
an advantage of AI over humans. 

The study revealed a stable relationship: 
digitalization and AI create comfortable conditions 
for human life and, at the same time, create a danger 
for human dependence on the digital environment. 
There are risks of reducing the intellectual capacity 
of the human being while expanding and deepening 
the scope of the services provided, digital inclusion, 
and artificial intelligence of the entire social 
environment. There are risks of the dominance of AI 
in the system of management of society, risk of loss 
of a certain autonomy in decision-making, activity. 
The danger of finding many AI control levers 
(primarily administrative and economic ones) in a 
very limited circle of people has been identified. 

In general, Russian and Slovak students of Gen Z 
see the risks and dangers posed by the digitalization 
of society and AI. At the same time, risks and dangers 
have not yet reached their peak values for GenZ. The 
obtained results can be used for further research to 
assess the nature of the impact of digitalization and 
artificial intelligence on humans, society and identify 
the threats and risks emanating from them in other 
countries to form a more complete and objective 
picture. The results of the study can also be used to 
develop a set of measures to overcome threats and 
risks. 
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